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Q.1 Choose the correct option in the following questions, mention the corlect option in the answerbook. [10]

(1) The set of all cluster points of ,4 : {1, +, 6,. . . ,#,. . .} in iR1 is. ..
(u) N (b) .4 (c) .a u {0} (d) i0}

(2) Let (X,7) be a topological space and Y c X. Then Y is dense in X if
ta)Y':X (b) Y':g (c)T=x (d)Y=0

(3) Let p and, o be two metrics on M then which of the following is not a metric on M.
(a)5a (b)"-p (c)o+p (d)3o+2p

(a) Let d: M x M -+ R be a rnetr:ic on M. Then which of the lbliowing is also a rnetric on M?
(a) d1(r,y) = min{1, d(r,y)} (b) d1(r,y) = max{l, d(r,9)}
(c) d,1(r,y): min{0, d(r, E)} @) d,1(r,y): maxi0, d(r, s)}

(5) Which of the following is not an open subset of IR1.

(a) (1, 3)u(5, 7) (b) A @ 6 (d) (-1,2)u(0, 5)

(6) In a topological space (X, T), every I-open set

(a) can not be a neighbourhood of all its points (b) is 7-closed also

(c) is a neighbourhood of all its points (d) none

If E : [1. 3) u {4} c R1. then E.. . ?

(a) [t, 3) u {a} (b) [1, 4] (c) 11, 3l u {+} (d) 11, 4)

Consider M : [0,1] with discrete metric. Find BlLla; 1l2l = . ..
(a) (0, 1) (b) [0, 1] (c) $la] (d) R
Which of the following is not a closed subset of IR.

(a) [3, 5] u 11, 7) (b) R (c) {1,3,5,7,9i (d) None of t}rese

(10) Let X = {a,b}. Then for which of the followin1T, (X,I) is not connected?

(a) iX,0,{a}} (b) {X,0,{o},{b},{o,b}}
(c) {X,0, {b}} (d) None of these

Q.2 Do as directed:

(1) Tlue or False: The closure of any subset of a metric space is aiways closed.

(2) Tiue or False: Every function on Discrete matrlc spaccr uray not be corrtinuous.

(3) True or False: Arbitrary intersection of open set is open set.

(a) Tbue or False: In arry rnetric space (&1, p), M is always closed set.

(5) TYue or False: Every convergence sequence in a Metric space is a Cauchy sequence.

(6) Consider R with discrete metric. Then B[4; 0.99]=...

(7) Consider R with discrete metric. Then B[-5; 5]=...

(8) If E' = Bl2; 5], then E in IRl is...

Q.3 Attempt any Ten.

(1) Define Topological space and give its one exampie.

(2) Is (0,2] a U-neighbourhood of 1? Justify!
(3) Are closed interval of lR, u- ciosed ? where u ia usual Topology for lR.

(4) Prove that {o} is closed set in usual Topology.
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(5) Prove that every subset of IR4 is open.

(6) De.fine continuity of a function.
(7) Show that if p is a metric for a set M, then so is 4p.

(8) If {r"} is a convergent sequence in lR4, then show that there exist a positive integer /f such that r7s :
,UN+1 ::tN+2=..'.

(9) Define: (i) Convergence of sequence in metric space (ii) Cauchy sequence.

(10) Let ,4 be an open subset of the metric space M. If. B c A is open in ,4, then prove that B is open in M.
(11) Is arbitrary union of closed sets is closed'l Justify!.
(12) Let / be a continuous real valued function on [0,, b], then prove that / is bounded.

Q.4 Attemt any Four. [32]

(a) Let (X,T)be atopologicalspaceandlet,4beasubsetof X. ProvethatAisl-opensetiff,4containsa
I-neighbourhood of each of its points.

If {G*:CI € A} is a collection of L/-open subsets of IR then prove that U{Go :d € A} is aLl-open set.

Let (X,fi) and (Y,Tz) are topological spaces antl / be a mapping of X into Y. Then / is continuous iff
inverse image under / of every fr closed set is fi closed set.

(b)

(.)

(d) Show that every open subset G of lR can be written G : UIn, wherc Iy, 12, Is,
number of open intervals which are mutually disjoint.

are a finite or a countable

(f)

(e)

(h)

(e) Let (X,T) be a topological space and let A be a subset of X and ,4/ be the set of all cluster points of .4.

Prove that A is 7-closed ifr At c A,

Let (M, d) be a metric space and d1(2, a) = S!)-. Is d1 a metric on M? Justify!
7 + dlr, Y)

Prove that it (X,T) is disconnected iff there is a non empty proper subset of X that is both 7- open and

7- closed.

Define interior of a set. Let (X, T) be a topological space and .4 be a subset of X. Then prove That lnt(,A)

is the iargest open subset of A.
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